Abstract and Introduction

Abstract

Aims To assess the cost-effectiveness and the cost utility of remote patient monitoring (RPM) when compared with the usual care approach based upon differences in the number of hospitalizations, estimated from a meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials (RCTs).

Methods and results We reviewed the literature published between January 2000 and September 2009 on multidisciplinary heart failure (HF) management, either by usual care or RPM to retrieve the number of hospitalizations and length of stay (LOS) for HF and for any cause. We performed a meta-analysis of 21 RCTs (5715 patients). Remote patient monitoring was associated with a significantly lower number of hospitalizations for HF [incidence rate ratio (IRR): 0.77, 95% CI 0.65–0.91, \( P < 0.001 \)] and for any cause (IRR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.79–0.96, \( P = 0.003 \)), while LOS was not different. Direct costs for hospitalization for HF were approximated by diagnosis-related group (DRG) tariffs in Europe and North America and were used to populate an economic model. The difference in costs between RPM and usual care ranged from €300 to €1000, favouring RPM. These cost savings combined with a quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gain of 0.06 suggest that RPM is a 'dominant' technology over existing standard care. In a budget impact analysis, the adoption of an RPM strategy entailed a progressive and linear increase in costs saved.

Conclusions The novel cost-effectiveness data coupled with the demonstrated clinical efficacy of RPM should encourage its acceptance amongst clinicians and its consideration by third-party payers. At the same time, the scientific community should acknowledge the lack of prospectively and uniformly collected economic data and should request that future studies incorporate economic analyses.

Introduction

Hospital discharges for chronic heart failure (CHF) in the USA increased from 877 000 in 1996 to ~1 million in 2006, and data from outpatient clinic Medical Care Utilization Estimates for 2007 showed >3 million visits for CHF.[1] In Europe, CHF represents 1–2% of all hospitalizations, making it the leading cause of hospitalization in the elderly.[2,3] The total estimated direct and indirect cost of CHF in the USA for 2010 is $39.2 billion, this is likely an underestimate because only data for CHF as the primary diagnosis or underlying cause of death is considered. Although no solid European data are available for 2010, US numbers may apply equally to other Western countries.[1] Almost 70% of direct HF costs have been shown to be due to hospitalizations.[3,4] In a previous meta-analysis, we and others[5–7] were able to show that remote patient monitoring (RPM) strategies may delay or prevent hospitalization or even death due to worsening of heart failure by recognizing early changes in haemodynamic and clinical status.
However, very little is known about costs associated with implementation of such patient management strategies, and most data are related to device management rather than to disease management. However in the context of disease management, effectiveness (rather than efficacy) should be evaluated, thus including health resource use and health state utilities together with clinical outcomes measures. Given the demonstrated intriguing beneficial effects of RPM on heart failure hospitalization, cost reduction in the management of CHF patients may be anticipated, possibly due to a reduction in the number of hospitalizations.

The purpose of our study was to assess both the cost effectiveness and the cost utility of RPM when compared with the usual care approach, over a period of 1 year, based upon differences in the number of hospitalizations estimated from a meta-analysis of controlled clinical trials.

**Methods**

**Retrieval of Information on the Burden of Hospitalization**

Our previous search was extended to randomized clinical trials (RCTs) published up to 15 September 2009 using the same extensive bibliographic search (National Guidelines Clearing House, Pubmed, Embase, Cinhail, and the Cochrane Library databases). From each RCT, we retrieved the total number of hospitalizations, the total number of hospitalizations for HF and the mean length of stay (LOS) per patient in order to measure hospitalization costs. Actual costs had been reported in very few articles and assessed very heterogeneously, therefore hampering their use in this meta-analysis.

Randomized controlled trials reporting the following approaches of care were considered: (i) a usual care approach considered as a patient visit to a clinic (doctor's office, multidisciplinary outpatient clinic, or emergency department) without additional phone calls from and to the patient; (ii) a telephone monitoring approach including regular structured telephone contact between patients and healthcare providers (with or without home visit), and referral of symptoms and/or physiological data; (iii) a technology assisted monitoring approach relying on information communication technology, with transfer of physiological data collected via remote external monitors or from cardiovascular implantable electronic devices. The latter two approaches were collectively identified as RPM.

This information was included in a meta-analysis to compare the incidence rate (IR) of hospitalization for HF between usual care and RPM. Incidence rates were computed as the ratio of the total number of hospitalizations per patient over 1 year, and reported as hospitalizations per 100 person-year, together with their 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Other endpoints were the comparison of IR of hospitalization for all causes and the comparison of the mean LOS per patient for both any cause and HF only.

A series of sensitivity analyses were performed for the main endpoint: the IR of hospitalizations for HF in the usual care arm was separately compared with the telephone monitoring and the technology-assisted monitoring arms. Moreover, the IR of hospitalizations for HF in the usual care arm was compared with the RPM arm according to duration of follow-up (≤6 and >6 months), study quality (<8 and ≥8 on a visual analogue scale), and country origin of the first author (USA/Canada or Europe).

The incidence rate ratio (IRR) and its 95% CI for each outcome, within each study, were calculated. Similarly the standardized mean difference (SMD) in LOS between arms was computed for each study [from the reported mean LOS and standard deviation (SD)]. The SD was missing in seven articles analysing hospitalizations for HF and in seven others analysing all-cause hospitalizations; in these cases it was imputed as SD = 1.5*mean LOS (to reflect its distribution over studies). Incidence rate ratios or SMDs from each study were then pooled according to the DerSimonian and Laird random effects method (given the high heterogeneity observed). Heterogeneity was evaluated by the Cochran Q test and measured by the I-squared statistic. The meta-analytic approach followed PRISMA guidelines.

Stata 11 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) was used for computation.
The cost-effectiveness of RPM was assessed through a linear decision model, implemented on an Excel platform. Because the follow-up time in most RCTs ranged between 6 and 12 months, a time horizon of 1 year was considered. A decision tree and related cost simulation model was constructed comparing the two competing strategies (usual care vs. RPM). The decision tree in both usual care and RPM patients considers two options: (i) the patient is hospitalized for HF (event); or (ii) the patient is not hospitalized for HF (event free) during follow-up (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Heart failure and hospitalization costs. Patient pathway in the decision analytic model.

Costs were assessed from the perspective of a third-party payer and only direct healthcare costs for hospitalization were taken into account. In the absence of more detailed information, healthcare resource consumption was valorised using the diagnosis-related group (DRG) reimbursement tariff (in €) for HF hospitalizations in some European countries and in the USA, as a proxy for real-life costs.

The IR of hospitalization for HF (per person-year) was calculated within the meta-analysis and was used to populate the model. The economic burden per patient per year was computed as the product of the IR per patient year and the DRG tariff (Figure 1). Nine different scenarios were constructed by considering the lowest, the highest, and the median DRG reimbursement from Table 1; each of them was multiplied by the pooled IR from the meta-analysis or by its 95% upper or lower confidence limits.

A cost utility analysis was planned based on quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). Quality-adjusted life years were computed as the product of the survival gain and the utility gain. Mortality was taken from a recent meta-analysis and was 15 and 12 per 100 person-years in the usual care and RPM groups, respectively. Utilities were retrieved from Herbert et al. and were 0.612 and 0.662 for the usual care and RPM groups, respectively. The cost-effectiveness ratio (cost per QALY gain) could then be calculated as the difference in costs between the two arms divided by the gain in QALY. The gain in QALY, in turn, was the sum of the gain related to the lower mortality \([0.612 \times (0.15–0.12)]\) and the gain related to the higher utilities \([0.662–0.612] \times (1–0.12)\) in the RPM group. If both the difference in costs and the difference in QALY favoured the RPM arm, RPM would be declared as a 'dominant' approach and the cost-effectiveness ratio would become futile.

Finally, we performed a budget impact analysis (BIA) by simulating the economic impact (Euro saved, from a third-party payer) of a change in the approach of the care pathway of a theoretical population of HF patients followed-up for 1 year with an RPM implementation rate ranging from 0 to 50%.
Results

Study Population

A total of 102 full text articles were examined; 96 of them were from the original search and 6 additional articles were retrieved with the updated search (Figure 2). Eighty-one papers were excluded for different reasons. Thus, 21 RCTs reporting total number of hospitalizations and LOS were included in the meta-analysis.\(^{[15–35]}\) These RCTs included a total of 5715 patients. Women were well represented (2071 patients or 36% of the study population). The median age over all of the studies was 70.7 (range: 45–78) years. The NYHA functional class was retrievable in only 18 RCTs involving 5411 patients, with 2601 patients (48.1%) being in NYHA functional class III–IV. The median follow-up duration was 6 months and ~15% of follow-ups were 3 months or less. Half (52.4%) of the RCTs had a high quality scoring (\(\geq 8\)); 16 studies were conducted in North America and 5 in Europe.

![Figure 2.](enlarge-image) Search flow chart showing study disposition.

Meta-analysis

The IR of hospitalization for HF was computed for 17 studies. Remote patient monitoring was associated with a significantly lower number of hospitalizations for HF (pooled IRR: 0.77, 95% CI 0.65–0.91, \(P < 0.001\)) when compared with usual care (Table 2). The heterogeneity between studies was not negligible (I-squared = 53%), as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3.](enlarge-image) Forrest plots for the analysis of the primary and secondary endpoints. Association of remote patient monitoring and number of hospitalizations for heart failure (upper panel); association of remote patient monitoring and number of hospitalizations for all causes (lower panel). The vertical line corresponds to an incidence rate ratio of 1 (no effect); incidence rate ratios to the left indicate that remote patient monitoring reduces risk; incidence rate ratios to the right indicate that remote patient monitoring increases risk. The pooled estimates are indicated by a diamond (fixed effects, above; random effects below). M–H, Mantel and Haenszel fixed effect method; D–L, DerSimoniam and Laird random effect method. Given the high heterogeneity between studies, random effects estimates should be considered.

The IR of hospitalization for all causes was computed over 18 studies. A similar, yet less pronounced beneficial effect of RPM approach was shown (pooled IRR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.79–0.96, \(P = 0.003\)) with high heterogeneity between studies (I-squared = 59%, Figure 3, lower panel). Of note, one study\(^{[35]}\) was not included in the meta-analysis as no hospitalizations were considered in either arm.

In the sensitivity analysis, the telephone and the technology-assisted monitoring approach provided a comparable benefit compared with usual care reducing both HF and all-cause hospitalizations. Moreover, when IRRs were computed separately according to the duration of follow-up (short/long), to the quality-of-study (low/high), and to countries of origin, the strength of
the association between RPM and hospitalization reduction for HF and for any cause did not change substantially (Supplementary material online, Table A).

Length of stay for HF hospitalization could be retrieved from 12 studies (Table 2) and was comparable in both management strategies (SMD 0.01, 95% CI −0.12–0.13, P = 0.88; Figure 4, upper panel). Similarly, the LOS for all-cause hospitalizations did not differ between RPM and usual care (SMD −0.08 95% CI −0.18–0.02, P = 0.83; Figure 4, lower panel).

**Figure 4.**

Forrest plots for analysis of mean patients' length of stay for HF hospitalizations (upper panel) and all-cause hospitalizations (lower panel). The vertical line corresponds to a standardized mean difference of 0 (no effect); standardized mean differences to the left indicate that remote patient monitoring reduces risk; standardized mean differences to the right indicate that remote patient monitoring increases risk. The pooled estimates are indicated by a diamond (fixed effects, above; random effects below). M–H, Mantel and Haenszel fixed effect method; D–L, DerSimonian and Laird random effect method. Given the high heterogeneity between studies, random effects estimates should be considered.

**Decision Analytic Model, Analysis of Costs and Utility Analysis**

The economic model presented in Figure 1 was applied to hospitalizations for HF; computations accounted for repeated hospitalizations. The average cost per patient for a time horizon of 1 year for the nine considered scenarios and for each approach of care is shown in Table 3. The difference in costs between RPM and usual care ranged from about €300 to €1000, RPM always being less costly than usual care.

In the RPM management strategy, the QALY gain due to reduction in mortality was 0.02, whereas the QALY gain due to reduced hospitalizations in surviving patients was 0.04, resulting in a total QALY gain of 0.06.

The above results show that RPM is a 'dominant' approach over existing treatment as it is both cost saving and produces a positive QALY gain.

**Budget Impact Analysis**

A simulation study was performed on a hypothetical cohort of 100 patients observed for 1 year. The initial hypothesis assumed that all patients were treated according to usual care; then the proportion of these patients followed using an RPM management strategy was progressively increased up to 50%. The effect of the progressive adoption of RPM on payer/healthcare system savings was computed for the three DRG tariffs from Table 3, using the difference in costs between patients followed-up with RPM and those followed in the usual manner (−451€, −307€, and −917€). The adoption of an RPM strategy entailed a progressive and linear increase in payer/system costs saved (Figure 5).

**Figure 5.**

Budget impact analysis: a simulation study. Relationship between the percentage of patients in the remote patient monitoring arm (x-axis) and the hospital costs saved (y-axis) in a hypothetical cohort of 100 patients. The upper and lower lines correspond to the estimated differential costs for the highest and lowest diagnosis-related group tariffs in Table 3, while the midline corresponds to the differential cost for the median diagnosis-related group tariff.
Discussion

This study shows for the first time that management of HF patients by remote monitoring is cost saving due to a substantial reduction in healthcare resource utilization mostly driven by a reduction in the number of HF hospitalizations. The cost saving expected in both European and US healthcare systems is linearly related to the implementation rate of RPM. An important caveat is the limited follow-up time of the studies considered in this meta-analysis, which restricted the time horizon for the cost-effectiveness assessment to 1 year.

The efficacy of RPM was further supported by several sensitivity analyses which all consistently indicated that neither duration of follow-up nor the country in which RPM was tested would influence the obtained benefit. Hospitalizations for any cause were also significantly reduced indicating that close follow-up of HF patients is a key element for achieving improved quality and quantity of life. An intriguing finding was the similar length of in-hospital stay once the patient had been hospitalized in both the RPM and usual care groups. One would indeed expect that early detection of signs and symptoms of decompensation by RPM would be reflected by a less severe decompensated status resulting in a shorter hospital stay. A possible explanation for this observation is a methodological bias introduced in RCTs, with inconsistencies between studies in the reporting of LOS. Thus, only an individual-data meta-analysis could give a definite answer on the real effect of RPM on LOS.

Despite consensus among health economists about the standardized methodological approach for evaluating cost-effectiveness of RPM, economic data collected in RCTs are scanty and more importantly, there is no uniform approach to the economic analysis. To overcome this important limitation, we combined the results of the present meta-analysis with the expected DRG reimbursements for HF hospitalizations to populate the economic model. This is an extremely conservative approach because the indirect costs which are usually carried by society (loss in productivity for either morbidity and/or mortality) or by individual (reduced/loss in income, travel costs for follow-up visits, etc.) are not considered. Also, no costs of monitoring were considered here, since no RCT reported sufficiently homogeneous information. Despite the substantial criticism that this third-party payer view has recently received, this approach is relatively simple and easy to assess. Our model was further conservative because only costs related to HF hospitalization were considered, based on the assumption that HF hospitalization dominated the expenditure for these patients.

Remote patient monitoring was associated with a relevant economic benefit with savings per patient of about €450 (but in some countries it reached up to €1000) over a time horizon of 1 year. Although this saving may be considered marginal, it is not when the public health relevance of HF is taken into account. Moreover when including health state utilities (QALY) in the economic analysis, the RPM technology proved dominant, and hence superior to that of other well established management strategies of chronic disease, such as diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and asthma. The BIA elicited the progressive increase in payer/healthcare system savings that would follow a progressive conversion to RPM in a hypothetical population of HF patients.

As mentioned previously, the costs of the implementation of the various RPM systems are not accounted for in this analysis due to a lack of data in the literature and high cost-structure variability (Supplementary material online, Table B). It is however evident that the savings generated for the third-party payer by implementing the RPM approach could be used to partly or completely cover the implementation costs. However, as recently indicated by the Heart Rhythm Society/European Heart Rhythm Association joint expert consensus document on monitoring of cardiovascular implantable electronic devices, the lack of reimbursement in the vast majority of European countries is currently a disincentive to the implementation of RPM; this may have a significant impact on patient safety and disease management, as well as hindering the realization of cost savings associated with RPM. Today in the absence of appropriate reimbursement, the burden of implementation of RPM strategies lies totally within the providers (hospitals, ambulatory HF patient services) and the benefits lie with the third-party payers (local authorities, regional authorities, insurance companies, ministries of health, etc.). Various hypotheses of reimbursement modalities could be considered depending on the particularities of each healthcare system, such as creation of virtual ambulatory patient.
control tariffs that provide a reimbursement per single patient control, per capita monthly reimbursement of a service contract to an external provider for the lifetime of a patient, or device-specific reimbursement of technological automated devices.

Technology is advancing rapidly, and the RPM strategies currently being evaluated in RCTs will undergo a gradual technological transformation. Expert system and sophisticated algorithm event (heart failure hospitalization and other major cardiovascular events) prediction algorithms based on multiple physiological information derived from exosensors, implantable devices, and external monitors are on the horizon. These data will form the basis for electronic patient records, which may be accessed by all of those involved in a patient's management including the patient himself who may be actively engaged in his own disease management. Such integration of implantable device management with 'conventional' RPM will most likely further improve the efficient use of healthcare resources.

It is however necessary to clearly distinguish between 'device checking' and 'patient monitoring' through the device. Device checking is only about monitoring device functionalities and reading device records, whereas patient monitoring allows control of physiological parameters (key clinical indicators of disease progression). As concerns device checking, the recently concluded TRUST (Lumos-T Safely Reduces Routine Office Device Follow-Up) trial clearly demonstrated that remote monitoring ensured continuity of follow-up in a large number of patients, avoided unnecessary inpatient patient evaluation (thus reducing clinic load), but maintained continuous surveillance to rapidly identify patients requiring attention. Thus, when combining remote device monitoring with heart failure management, a significant cost saving on an individual patient-basis may be anticipated. Also a sizeable reduction in the number of follow-up visits for device monitoring, and associated travelling costs for HF patients treated with implantable cardioverter-defibrillator and/or cardiac resynchronization therapy devices, has already been reported. In these two observational studies, the authors reported estimated savings of about $950 over 5 years (including the additional system costs) and €500 over 9 months, respectively.

To objectively assess the impact of technology-based monitoring vs. telephone contact-based patient monitoring, a comparative evaluation of measurement of the quality-of-life, patient's satisfaction, adherence, and adaptations between technology-based monitoring vs. telephone contact-based patient monitoring would be required. However, very limited data are currently available and these have been in part addressed in the recent work by Inglis et al. Taken together, the scant data available do not indicate major differences between the two disease management strategies.

Conclusions

This novel cost-effectiveness data coupled with the demonstrated clinical efficacy of RPM compared with usual care, should encourage the acceptance of RPM amongst clinicians and consideration by third-party payers when defining reimbursement strategies. At the same time, the scientific community should acknowledge the lack of prospectively and uniformly collected economic data and should request new studies incorporating full economic analyses.
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